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1. Introduction. An old problem in the theory of lattice groups is
to construct, for a given lattice group G, a canonical extension, G, with
the property that if M is a subset of ô such that xAy=0 if x, y e M and
Xyéy, then M has a supremum in G. The problem was first solved, for
conditionally complete vector lattices, by Nakano [7] and was also treated
by Pinsker [8] with the conditional completeness assumption.
The property required of G above is called lateral completeness. The
requirement that G should be canonical is met by defining the lateral
completion of G to be a laterally complete extension G of G such that:
(i) no sublattice group of G is laterally complete and contains G; and (ii) G
is dense in G, which means that i f / e G and ƒ>(), there exists g e G such
that 0 < g ^ / . If requirement (ii) is dropped we call ô an ^-completion
of G.
The existence and uniqueness of a lateral completion of G are consequences of the orthocompletion of the author [1] in the case G is representable. Conrad [5] simplified the proofs in [1J and also showed the
existence and uniqueness of a lateral completion if G has zero radical.
Conrad's paper points out that J^-completions exist in profusion, as a
consequence of the Holland representation [6], and that they can be
highly pathological. Byrd and Lloyd [4] showed that Conrad's methods
can be pushed through to the completely distributive case.
2. The main theorem. We have the following
THEOREM. Every lattice group G has a lateral completion G which is
unique up to isomorphism.

The proof of this theorem is long and technical. We outline the method.
Let 3f be the set of pairwise disjoint subsets of the lattice group G;
i.e. M EQ) if 0j6Mc:G and xAy=0 for x,y e M, x^y. We first construct
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a lattice group G* which, if we knew the existence of the lateral completion
G, would be the sublattice group of G generated by all V M with M G 2.
This is done by considering first the semigroup J f of «-tuples (e1M1, • • ,
enMn) for n—l, 2, • • • , with each e^= ± 1 and each M% GS), where we
define
(e±Ml9 • • , enMn) + (ew+1Afn+1, • • • , evMv) = (^Mj, • • • , s„M^.
Then let ^ consist of all finite sets of finite subsets of Jtf. (For example,
the element {{(M1? — M 2 )}, {(M3, M 4 ), (—Af5, M6)}} corresponds to
(VMj - VM 2 ) v [(VM 3 + VM 4 ) A ( - VM 5 + VAfe)]

in G.)

Operations of addition, negative, supremum and infimum are introduced in ^ . The definitions are the same as the corresponding ones in
[2]. The quotient of ^ by a suitable equivalence relation turns the quotient,
G*, into a lattice group which contains a densely embedded copy of G
and a supremum for every (copy of) M e S).
We next mimic Conrad's proof for the zero radical case. Define G(0)=G,
and for each ordinal p; G(/?) = G(y)*' if j8=y + l, and (?(/?)=lim y<i3 G(y)
(the direct limit) if ^ is a limit ordinal. Because G is dense in each G(/3),
we have a bound for the cardinality of pairwise disjoint subsets of the
G(|8) and are able to show that G(j8+l)=G(j8) if )8 is the least ordinal
whose cardinal exceeds that of G. It follows that G(/3) is a lateral completion of G.
Uniqueness is proved by taking another lateral completion of G and
extending the embedding of G to one of G(l) and so on up the chain to
G (ft) by transfinite induction.
3. Structure of the lateral completion. The transfinite induction
technique described above is used to prove most of the structure theorems
about the lateral completion. The problem then reduces to proving the
results about G(l). Representability and the archimedean property are,
of course, inherited by the lateral completion.
Of more interest, in view of the Conrad [5] and Byrd and Lloyd [4]
results, is the relation between the radicals of G and those of its lateral
completion. For g G G let Rg (Lg) be the solid subgroup of G generated by
all solid subgroups (all solid normal subgroups) of G which do not contain g. The ideal radical L(G) = Cl{Lg:g G G}, and the Conrad radical
J R ( G ) = H {Rg :g GG}. The distributive radical D(G) is the intersection of all
closed prime subgroups of G. It is known [3] that L(G)<= D(G)<= R(G),
and that G is completely distributive if and only if D(G)=0. An important
structure theorem for the lateral completion of G is the following.
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THEOREM.

Let G be a lattice group and G its lateral completion, then

L(G) U (L(G) n G) c D(Ô) nG=

D(G) c £((?) n G = Ü(G).

This result shows the relationship between our construction, Byrd's
and Lloyd's, and Conrad's, and how each generalizes its predecessor.
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